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GREAT BRITAIN

1820 LX Great Britain Crown MS65

Underrated and highly elusive as a Gem, this crown exhibits eye-
appeal that should draw enthusiasm from the collector of originality,
presenting a sublime arrangement of olive, russet-gold and blue-
green patina over the entirety of the surfaces. Full detail compliments
the strike and nary a mark is observed at arms-length inspection. One
of the finest known and the appearance of this coin may remain
unmatched.

George III (George William Frederick; 4 June 1738 – 29 January 1820)
was King of Great Britain and King of Ireland from 25 October 1760
until the union of the two countries on 1 January 1801, after which he
was King of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland until his
death. His life and with it his reign, which were longer than any of his
predecessors, were marked by a series of military conflicts involving
his kingdoms, much of the rest of Europe, and places farther afield in
Africa, the Americas and Asia. Early in his reign, Great Britain
defeated France in the Seven Years' War, becoming the dominant

George III of the United Kingdom

European power in North America and India. However, many of Britain's American colonies were
soon lost in the American War of Independence. Further wars against revolutionary and Napoleonic
France from 1793 concluded in the defeat of Napoleon at the Battle of Waterloo in 1815. In the later
part of his life, George III had recurrent, and eventually permanent, mental illness. Although it has
since been suggested that he had the blood disease porphyria, the cause of his illness remains
unknown. Until it was reassessed in the second half of the 20th century, his reputation in the United
States was one of a tyrant; and in Britain he became "the scapegoat for the failure of imperialism".

Additional Rarity: A George III pattern £2 1820 sold at a Heritage auction on January 7, 2008 for
$29,900.


